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Abstract
We describe the design of Mariposa, an experimental dis-
tributed data management system that provides high perfor-
mance in an environment of high data mobility and hetero-
geneous host capabilities. The Mariposa design unifies the
approaches taken by distributed file systems and distributed
databases. In addition, Mariposa provides a general, flexible
platform for the development of new algorithms for distributed
query optimization, storage management, and scalable data
storage structures. This flexibility is primarily due to a unique
rule-based design that permits autonomous, local-knowledge
decisions to be made regarding data placement, query execution
location, and storage management.

1. INTRODUCTION
There have been four approaches to the management of dis-

tributed data that have been extensively investigated by the
research community or commercial products, namely:
• distributed database systems
• client-server distributed file systems
• deep store file systems
• object-oriented database systems

The characteristics of each approach can be summarized as
indicated in the first column of Table 1. First, each approach
has some fundamental unit of storage allocation, protection and
naming. Hence, decisions must be made as to whether such
storage objects have a fixedhome siteand how movement of
storage objects from one site in a computer network to another
should be controlled. Second, all four approaches cache data at
sites remote from their home site. This requires decisions with
respect to the size of the objects to be cached, the duration for
which objects may be cached, the mechanism for cache man-
agement, and whether objects change representation when
cached. Lastly, each approach implicitly defines a model of
query execution. When a query appears at site A which requires
data at site B, there are two possible query execution strategies.
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The data at site B can be moved to site A for processing, leading
to a strategy ofmove the data to the query. Alternately, the
query can be sent from site A to site B, thereby implementing a
move the query to the datastrategy.

Having defined the important architectural aspects of a dis-
tributed data manager, we now turn to exploring the columns of
Table 1 as they apply to existing distributed data management
systems.

We first consider the approach taken by distributed database
management systems. Several distributed DBMS prototypes
were developed during the early 1980s, such as R* [WILL81],
SDD-1 [BERN81], SIRIUS-DELTA [LITW82], and Distributed
INGRES [STON86a]. All extended single-site DBMSs to man-
age relations that were spread over the sites in a computer net-
work in a “seamless” manner. In order to do so, researchers
developed techniques for handling distributed query optimiza-
tion [EPST78, SELI80, BERN81], distributed transactions
[BERN81, SKEE81, LIND83], and (sometimes) multiple copies
of data [STON79]. Commercial systems based on these tech-
niques are now available from several relational DBMS ven-
dors.

Architecturally, the distributed database approach looks
quite different from the other approaches. Each distributed
DBMS assumes a “shared nothing” architecture [STON86b]
and has the basic processing philosophy of “move the query to
the data.” As a result, these systems allocate data to sites in a
computer network, and this allocation remains in place until it is
subsequently changed by a database administrator. Hence, data
objects have a fixed home and queries are moved to the home of
the data for processing. If a data object must be moved in order
to perform a join, then a temporary copy of the data is made
which is valid only for the duration of join processing. More-
over, all secondary indexes must be rebuilt on these temporary
copies. Several systems proposed decomposing relations into a
collection of fragments whose composition is controlled by
distribution criteria . To the best of our knowledge, no system
actually implemented fragments; however, in theory, it is the
unit of storage allocation.

A second approach to distribution is that taken by client-
server file systems such as Andrew [HOWA88] and the NFS-
oriented commercial offerings. In such systems, a file (or col-
lection of files) is the unit of storage allocation and has a unique
home on some server. Relatively small, fixed-size blocks from



Distributed Distributed Deep store OODB Mariposa
DBMS file system file system

Unit of storage fragment file file class fragment
(object)

Fixed object home yes yes yes yes no

Site control human human human human internal
rule system

Object cached fragment block segment block fragment

Length of caching one query procedurally procedurally procedurally internal
controlled controlled controlled rule system

Caching policy n/a LRU typically LRU defined with
weighted LRU rules

Object changes
representation no no no yes yes or no
when cached?

Entity moved query data data data query or data

Table 1. Architectural alternatives for distributed data.

the file are brought to a client site upon access, thereby imple-
menting a strategy of “moving the data to the query.” Blocks
are cached on a client site until they are no longer worthy. Most
file systems implement ahard-coded cache manager, typically
utilizing a least-recently-used (LRU) eviction strategy.

A third approach to distribution is that of tertiary memory, or
deep store, file systems. Systems in this category include
Inversion [OLSO93], Highlight [KOHL92], and commercial
offerings such as Epoch [EPOC92] and UniTree [GENE91].
Such systems typically offer a seamless caching service for a
tertiary memory system. Some products require that the disk
cache and the deep store be on the same physical machine.
However, most allow the tertiary memory device to be remote
from the disk cache. In this case, the granules that are moved
from tertiary memory to or from disk are typically either whole
files or large fixed- or variable-lengthsegments. Each segment
has a unique home and does not change format when it is
moved. Lastly, like distributed file systems, deep store file sys-
tems implement a “move the data to the query” strategy.

A fourth approach to distribution is implemented by the
commercial object-oriented DBMS vendors as well as by
assorted research prototypes. All assume a client-server envi-
ronment and move disk blocks back and forth between the client
and the server. Data objects have a specific home, and these
systems implement a “move the data to the query” strategy.

Notice in Table 1 that distributed file systems and deep store
file systems have great commonality. Except for the size of the
object cached at client sites, they look essentially the same.
Both move objects only under user control (by deleting and
recreating the file), cache objects with a hard-coded procedural
cache manager, and move the data to the query as a query
execution strategy. An OODB also has much in common with
both of these systems. Except for converting representations
when a block is cached at a client site, an OODB looks architec-
turally like a distributed file system. On the other hand, a

distributed DBMS implements a strategy of moving the query to
the data and caches fragments at another site when required to
do so during query execution but only for the duration of the
query. In a distributed DBMS there is no notion of long-term
caching or moving the data to the query.

The Mariposa architecture has the characteristics indicated
in the last column of Table 1. The next section describes the
motivations and objectives behind this architecture.

2. MARIPOSA OBJECTIVES
The fundamental objective of Mariposa is tounify the (up

until now) disparate approaches of distributed DBMSs, caching-
based distributed file systems, deep-store file systems and object
servers. Mariposa distributes data over a collection ofsitesthat
are connected by some form of local- or wide-area network.
Each site has a storage device, which for purposes of this dis-
cussion, we will assume to be main memory, disk, or a robotic
tertiary storage device.

When more than one storage device is attached to the same
CPU, we will assume that this aggregate forms two or more log-
ical Mariposa sites. Although the reader might expect many
storage devices to be attached to a given CPU, we expect the
contrary to be the case in practice for the following reasons.
First, tertiary memory devices are extremely expensive and
slow. As such, it is reasonable to drive each (six figure in cost)
tertiary memory device with a private (four figure in cost) CPU.
Moreover, tertiary memory can be on the other end of a LAN or
high-speed WAN from its disk cache, without adverse perfor-
mance implications. As a result, disk caching for tertiary mem-
ory will often be on a remote machine. Main memory caching
for disks will usually be local but could be remote. Local
caching from one device to another will entail amove from one
Mariposa logical site to another, even though no actual network-
ing traffic takes place.



Mariposa supports the following data model. A Mariposa
database consists ofinstancesof objects in namedclasses, each
containing a collection ofattributes of specific data types.
Each class is divided into a collection offragments, which are
the unit of storage in the system. Storage sites may split or coa-
lesce fragments as desired. Fragments can optionally have a
distribution criteria which controls the logical composition of
instances in the fragment. Fragments do not have a specific
home and can move freely within the network. Alternately, one
can think of a Mariposa fragment having a current location
which may rapidly change. For example, if a fragment is being
accessed frequently, one would expect its location to be moved
from tertiary memory to disk, or even to main memory. When
activity abates, its location would migrate to slower storage. In
a wide-area network environment, a fragment might move to the
East Coast during the morning hours and then migrate westward
as the day progressed and the access patterns gradually shifted
from east to west.

Each Mariposa site islocally autonomous, i.e., the site’s
database administrator (DBA) fully controls object storage at
that site. The DBA does this by specifying a set ofrules in a
language to be described presently. For example, the DBA must
specify rules that control the eviction of fragments from his site
when storage is overloaded. Each site can decide locally what
fragment to evict and where to try to send it. As we will see, a
designated recipient need not accept the offered fragment,
which will lead to the evicting site having to try multiple recipi-
ents. It is not necessary that the rules in place at the various
sites be consistent. For example, it is reasonable for a tertiary
memory system in San Francisco to overflow to a tertiary mem-
ory system in New York and vice versa. In this way, each site is
the overflow for the other and a logical loop exists in the rule-
base.

Mariposa has several objectives with respect to fragment
movement. First, movement should be very fast. For example,
this is particularly true of movements from tertiary memory to
magnetic disk. Mariposa should be no slower than a deep-store
file system in performing this operation. Second, fragment
movement should have low processing overhead. When moving
a fragment from magnetic disk to main memory, it is sometimes
desirable toconvert the object from a disk-oriented representa-
tion to a main memory-oriented representation. Current
OODBMSs perform pointer-swizzling and some remove disk
blocks as object containers during this conversion process. Of
course, such conversions are very expensive and are only justi-
fied if the objects in the block are going to be accessed several
times before being moved to a different storage manager. In
some cases, conversion of data representations cannot be
avoided when moving from one storage manager to another.
This occurs, for example, when one moves from a machine with
“big-endian” integers to “little-endian” integers. In general,
however, conversion should be performed only when necessary.
Finally, when a fragment is moved, one wants to preserve the
secondary indexes for the fragment. Unlike current distributed
DBMSs, which lose indexing information when they move a
fragment, it is an explicit goal of Mariposa to preserve access
paths upon data movement.

The Mariposa approach to these objectives is to designate
one representation which each storage manager must support,
the so-calledcanonical representation, and a second optional
private representation. As such, fast fragment movement can
be accomplished by moving the canonical representation from
one storage manager to another. On the other hand, a locally
optimal representation can be optionally supported, in which
case moving a fragment from one site to another requires con-
version from the sender’s private format to canonical represen-
tation and then into the recipient’s private format. Of course,
the expected number of accesses must justify this conversion
cost.

In Mariposa, it is possible tomovea fragment from one site
to another or tocachea fragment at a second site. In this case,
a copy of the fragment has been constructed, and Mariposa
keeps track of a varying number of copies of a fragment.

Lastly, Mariposa has aquery optimizer which must gener-
ate a plan for solving a query. Obviously, the Mariposa query
optimizer must contend with the standard distributed query opti-
mization problem, on which much has been previously written.
However, Mariposa must deal with the following additional dif-
ficulties.

First, no site has perfect knowledge of global database state.
Previous systems have generally assumed (implicitly or explic-
itly) perfect global knowledge of the data layout, database
schema and other factors critical to traditional cost-based query
optimizers; data layout was assumed to be either static or
slowly-changing, and the use of invalid metadata in query opti-
mization was either not permitted or assumed to be an infre-
quent event that could safely result in reoptimization. In Mari-
posa, sites can move, split, merge or change the schema of data
fragments without notifying other sites. Consider the implica-
tions of the fact that fragments may be in fairly rapid motion
between sites. This means that optimizer has (at best) imperfect
information about the location of fragments. Although it is pos-
sible to “freeze” a fragment at a given site, we believe that this
interferes with local autonomy at that site, and is undesirable.
Without a freeze operation, the optimizer cannot be assured of
the location of fragments and must therefore produce query
plans that can be adapted to changes in fragment location.

Second, the optimizer has the option of moving the query to
the site where it thinks the data resides or bringing the data to
the site of the query. The choice of which strategy to employ is
an optimization decision. Although it is self-evident that an
individual query is always optimally solved by moving the
query to the data, if the optimizer takes a broader view and
examines the likely query stream that will be seen by a site, it is
possible that moving the data will be a better option. Hence, the
Mariposa optimizer considers both possibilities.

Third, should Mariposa decide to move the data to the query,
it must choose which copy to move or decide to make a new
copy, again leading to an increase in complexity.

Fourth, we assume that Mariposa sites can beheteroge-
neous, that is, they can have differing speeds, capacities and
capabilities. For example, it may not be possible to execute all
operations at all sites because of limitations on storage capacity.
In addition, in anextensible DBMS environment, the local
DBMSs at each site may have different type or method libraries.



Full site autonomy implies that each site may add or remove
new abstract data types, functions, operators, access methods
and any other system extensions at any time. Furthermore, sites
may do this without consulting or notifying any other site. It is
possible to implement mechanisms that permit the propagation
of definitions and methods to each site in a user-transparent
fashion. However, such mechanisms would have to be made
capable of dealing with substantial differences in machine
architecture and system software. In addition, not all user
extensions make sense on all architectures (e.g., functions
implemented on vector or massively-parallel supercomputers
must be run on particular machines in order to run efficiently).
Finally, and most importantly,requiring sites to accept exten-
sions (so that all sites are capable of running any portion of any
query) would violate our assumptions about site autonomy.
Hence, Mariposa does not guarantee the ability of all sites to
process a given portion of a given query.

As a result, the major aspects of Mariposa are:
(1) a rule system comprising an engine and rule set
(2) fragment movement algorithms to allow mobile data
(3) a query optimizer and execution engine
(4) an approach to multiple copies for this environment

In the sections that follow we discuss each of the first three
issues in detail. Our approach to multiple copies, based on an
extended primary copy scheme [STON79], is discussed in
[STON93].

3. THE MARIPOSA RULE SYSTEM
Mariposa contains a rule processing subsystem to drive

query processing, manage storage allocation, and provide name
resolution. Every Mariposa site runs a rule manager. It watches
for events of interest and, when one is detected, takes the asso-
ciated action. By using a rule processor to control these func-
tions, Mariposa makes it easy to experiment with different poli-
cies. Conventional query processing and file management sys-
tems compile policy into the system, making it extremely diffi-
cult to change later. Mariposa allows processing and allocation
strategies to be changed dynamically at any site in the network.
The administrator need only express the new policy in a high-
level rule language.

Mariposa uses a production rule system in which every rule
is of the form:

oneventdoaction

Events are delivered to the rule system by the storage manager
(see section 4), the query processor (section 5), or by other out-
side agents. If the event is recognized, its action is executed.
Both events and actions take a number of parameters, as shown
below, which may be passed to other events and actions or used
to take conditional actions.

The set of legal events is extensible, so that an administrator
may define new events to support new policies. Mariposa
implements a collection of built-in types of events to support
query processing, storage allocation and name service. The
built-in events are described below.

The action portion of a rule is written in a general purpose
language such as Tcl [OUST90], a scripting language with
escapes to C subroutines. In addition, there is a collection of

built-in primitive actions.
In this section, we describe the events and actions that Mari-

posa requires as built-ins; additional user-defined actions and
ev ents can be defined for each site.

3.1. Built-in Events
Mariposa contains the following built-in events:

discover-class(class)
discover-fragment(fragment)
export-fragment(fragment)
import-fragment(fragment)
receive-rule(event, parameters, action, site)
receive-query(query, site)
receive-fragment(fragment, site)
receive-event(event, site, arguments)

Thediscover-classev ent is asserted by the query processing
system when it needs to find information about some class in
the database. For example,

discover-class(EMP)

returns the metadata for the EMP class, so that the query pro-
cessor can formulate a plan to satisfy a user query over EMP.
The metadata includes the class schema, a list of fragments
composing the class, and the presumed location of each frag-
ment. The metadata returned may be out of date. In this case,
subsequent attempts to use the data as described may fail, and a
new attempt to discover the current metadata must be made.

Consider the following rules that define how to locate a
class:

on discover-class (*) do
if (islocal($1)) then

return(local-lookup($1))
else

return(deliver-event(discover-class,
name-server, $1))

on discover-class (EMP) do
return(deliver-event(discover-class,

big-server, EMP))

These rules have the following effect: Requests for metadata on
the EMP class always go to the machinebig-server. For all
other classes, the local system is searched to see if the class is
stored locally. If so, the metadata is found on this site. Other-
wise, the request is passed on to the central name server.

The first rule implements centralized name service. The sec-
ond uses explicit knowledge about the way the database is dis-
tributed to manage the EMP class. Other rules could be pro-
grammed to implement other sorts of name service.

The events

discover-fragment(fragment)
export-fragment(fragment)
import-fragment(fragment)

can be used to implement a name service and to control the
location of the named fragment. Thediscover-fragment ev ent
for fragments works exactly as it does for classes. The other
two events control fragment placement.Import-fragment is
asserted when the local site wants to fetch a copy of the frag-
ment to store locally.Export-fragment is asserted when some
fragment must be moved off of local storage.



This rule will cause the local site to overflow to a designated
back-up site.

on export-fragment(fragment) do
send-fragment($1, my-back-up)

A more sophisticated rule would be:

on export-fragment(fragment) do
if size($1) < 1000

send-fragment($1, my-small-back-up)
else

send-fragment($1, my-large-back-up)

The event

receive-rule(event, parameters, action, site)

is asserted whenever any site, whether local or remote, attempts
to define a rule at the local site. This event permits the local
Mariposa administrator to control the degree of local autonomy
he is willing to surrender. The first three parameters correspond
to the parts of the rule being defined, and thesite parameter is
the name of the site that is attempting to define the new rule.
Hence, acceptance of an outside rule may be conditional on
both the contents and the origin of the rule.

The receive-query ev ent is automatically asserted when
some other site tries to send a query to the local site. The action
part of this event can control whether or not the query is pro-
cessed here or passed on to some other site. For example, the
rule

on receive-query (*, *) do
if (data-is-local($1)) then

return(execute($1))
else

return(send-query($1, data-site($1))

arranges for queries to be executed at the site storing the data
that they touch. (In this example, the data-site function discov-
ers the location of some fragment referenced in the query.)

More sophisticated query-acceptance rules must be defined
in order to handle other processing constraints. These may
include load balance constraints (CPU load, availability of suffi-
cient storage and buffer space to execute a query, etc.) as well as
data-dependency constraints (e.g., lack of the user-defined types
or access methods required to process a given query). There
can also be events that are triggered when an event is asserted at
a site or when a fragment arrives at a site. This cascading of
ev ents provides a powerful way to structure rules.

3.2. Built-in Actions
In addition to writing special-purpose action routines in Tcl,

the user may invoke any of the following built-in actions to han-
dle an event.

send-rule(event, parameters, action,
site-list)

send-fragment(fragment, site-list)
split-fragment(fragment, split-predicate)
merge-fragment(fragment, fragment)
send-query(query, site)
get-fragment(fragment, site)
deliver-event(event, site-list, arguments)

The send-rule action is the mechanism used to register a
new rule in the rule-base at all of the sites in the network that

must know about them. Theeventand parametersarguments
specify the event to be detected. Theactionargument is code to
execute when the rule is detected. The sites insite-list may
choose to accept or reject the rule, depending on its origin or on
other criteria. This permits Mariposa to support arbitrary
degrees of local autonomy at each site in the network.

The send-fragment action attempts to export the fragment
to each of the sites insite-list in turn. Since no site is required
to accept the fragment, failure at one site means that the next
site should be tried. Once the fragment is accepted by some site
in the list, the action terminates. If no site accepts the fragment,
then the action has failed; other steps must be taken to get rid of
the fragment.

The send-query action passes the query to the named site
for processing. Again, the site can refuse. However, it will be
more common that it will pass the query on if it does not want
to execute it.

Theget-fragment action contacts the named site, and asks it
to hand over the named fragment. The site may deliver the frag-
ment or not.

Thedeliver-ev entaction delivers the named event to each of
the sites insite-list in turn. This is the technique used in Mari-
posa to do cooperative distributed computing; one site requests
another site to do work on its behalf by sending it the appropri-
ate event. This mechanism is similar to a remote procedure call
service.

3.3. Extensibility
The set of events is user-extensible to permit experimenta-

tion with different policies for query processing and distributed
data management. For example, the user might define an event
makespacewhich would be triggered by an overfull condition
of local storage. The action part of this rule would implement
some policy for choosing a fragment to evict. Here is the com-
plete rule that implements an LRU replacement algorithm to a
specific back-up site.

on makespace() do
send-fragment(oldest-unused-local-fragment(),

my-back-up-site)

The new makespace event will be asserted, and the least-
recently accessed fragments exported, until the local site is no
longer overfull.

3.4. Rule System Execution
Mariposa has been designed to allow individual sites in the

network to choose the degree of autonomy they wish to retain.
A site can enforce strict local autonomy by refusing to allow
remote sites to define rules at the local site. Alternately, a site
may allow remote sites to supply it with rules for its rule-base.
This surrenders local autonomy. A combined strategy is also
possible. Any site can accept or reject the incoming rule based
on its origin or on other criteria.

It is possible for multiple rules in the rule-base to be applica-
ble in any giv en situation. For example, there may be two dif-
ferent rules that can be activated when a fragment must be
exported. The followingresolution strategies are feasible in
such situations:



• run randomly chosen rules until one succeeds
• run all applicable rules in random order
• run rules in priority order until one succeeds
• run all rules in priority order

In Mariposa, the services provided by the rule system are
most appropriate for a policy that runs rules until one succeeds.
For example, exporting a fragment will succeed at some point,
obviating the need to run any more rules to make further export
attempts. Also, priority order will give more determinism to
Mariposa than random order.

The Mariposa rule engine implements a simple priority
scheme that allows a fixed number of priority levels (16). Only
one rule may apply on a given object at any priority level.
Mariposa guarantees this by refusing to store a new rule if
another rule at the same priority level already exists that con-
flicts with the new rule.

4. FRAGMENTS
As previously noted, each Mariposa class is composed of

one or morefragments, each containing:
• the metadata for the class
• the data instances for the fragment
• any secondary indexes for the fragment

A fragment is fully self-describing so that it can be moved from
site to site without dangling dependencies. Hence, all index
records are maintained and stored with the fragment’s data
records.

In this section, we explain how Mariposa implements frag-
ments and operations on fragments in a way that permits fast
and efficient migration. However, before we do so, we must
discuss some of the issues involved in identifying data objects
and their impact on the efficiency of accessing such objects.

Every Mariposa fragment has a unique fragment identifier
(FID). Splitting or coalescing fragments produces new FIDs for
the resulting fragments. Every fragment records as part of its
metadata the FIDs that describes itslineage (that is, its history
of splits). The merge operation combines the lineage informa-
tion from the fragments being merged.

Every instance of a class is identified by its record identifier
(RID) that is unique within a fragment. In addition, every class
has a class identifier (CID). The triple (CID, FID, RID) is glob-
ally unique, and constitutes a Mariposaobject identifier (OID) .

Database systems commonly use more than one method of
object identification as a tradeoff between efficiency and con-
venience. Physical OIDs (e.g., record addresses) allow fast
access but they do not allow the record to be moved because
that would invalidate the address. Logical OIDs (e.g., surro-
gates) have poor performance even if a hash table is used to
map them to addresses. They do allow data to be moved but
they typically require two disk accesses, though in the best case
it is possible to reduce it to a single access.

A logical OID can be translated into a physical pointer, or
swizzled, to gain performance in some cases. This operation is
typically performed by OODBMSs when moving an object into
memory from disk. The disadvantages of swizzling reduce its
usefulness. Swizzling is not worthwhile if the overhead of
doing so exceeds the time saved by using the faster pointers.
Even if the data is read-only, the pointers must be modified

through swizzling. Finally, the swizzled pointers must be
re verse-swizzledwhen writing the object back out to disk. The
ideal method of moving data fragments would therefore avoid
(or defer) swizzling.

4.1. Fragment Location
Mariposa locates a fragment and its metadata using direc-

tives programmed in the Mariposa rule language of Section 3.
Although it is possible to implement a global name server for
the entire network, we expect that each site will store some
amount of extra metadata and then rely on an intelligent search
to find missing information.

When a site receives a fragment, it is responsible for storing
the metadata in a collection of localsystem catalogsthat can be
efficiently searched by the local rule system. These catalogs
contain the following information:
• fragment description
• index information
• protection information
• integrity constraints

While a fragment remains at a site, it is the responsibility of the
site to ensure that the local copy of the fragment’s metadata is
correct. When a fragment leaves a site, that site has the option
of discarding its copy of the metadata. A site can keep metadata
for objects it no longer stores, but must recognize that this infor-
mation might become obsolete. Hence, part of a rule to register
a newly-received fragment might look like:

on import-fragment(fragment) do
update-local-catalog($1)

Similarly, a site might mark an exported fragment’s metadata as
being possibly out of date in the following way:

on export-fragment(fragment) do
set-forwarding-local-catalog($1)

4.2. Fragment Migration
Efficient fragment migration is central to the performance of

the entire system in the same way that buffer management is
critical to a conventional database system. Fragments are
exported from a site if storage is overfull or if the administrator
invokes a rule requesting that it be exported (as might be the
case before shutting down a node). Fragments are imported if
the query optimizer uses a “move the data to the query” strat-
egy. Both actions are programmed using the Mariposa rule lan-
guage. As noted earlier, fragments can migrate at any time, and
no permission need be obtained to make storage allocation deci-
sions.

A simple way to migrate a fragment is to first disable all
activity to it so that there are no portions of it pinned or locked.
However, waiting until all activity has quiesced for fragments
will seriously impede the storage manager’s ability to dynami-
cally deal with over-allocation of space. We therefore develop
algorithms that can move fragments which are not quiesced.
Similarly, we remove the restriction that all fragments must
remain whole so that the storage manager can split a fragment at
any time if the fragment grows too large. The resulting two (or
more) fragments can be independently accessed and migrated.
All storage level operations such as splits, merges and moves



are transparent at the application level.
There are two additional problems that must be overcome

during fragment migration: conversion of the fragment’s data
representation and dealing with migration of fragments during
updates. The issues involved in migrating a fragment while per-
mitting some concurrent access are discussed in [STON93].

4.2.1. Mariposa Canonical Data Representation
Fragments are converted into the Mariposa canonical repre-

sentation (MCR) while being migrated between sites. MCR is
the common interchange representation to permit migration
among heterogeneous sites. Every Mariposa site recognizes a
collection of registered base data types that the site can convert
to and from MCR. When defining new data types, the definer
must specify animport and anexport function as part of the
registration process to perform the conversions. The exporting
migrator invokes the data export functions to convert the records
into the MCR format and the importing migrator invokes the
import functions. Numerous optimizations are possible. For
example, it is possible to adopt a “receiver makes right” style of
conversion to take advantage of configurations that are likely to
have homogeneous systems. Additionally, if a fragment is
exported to a site that will serve as a repository, it will not
always be necessary to first convert the data to MCR format.

Converting the records may result in no change to the page’s
size if the converted records do not consume all of the internal
free space. Hence, if exporting does not change the length of
any records, then blocks can be read and transferred efficiently
to the network. Similarly, if importing does not change record
lengths, then pages in MCR format can be directly stored on a
recipient storage device.

Indexes present a special problem, because pointers in an
index are physical record identifiers. On the target system,
these pointers may not be valid. The next section indicates how
Mariposa efficiently maintains indexes during migration.
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1 2 3 4

2 3 4 5 6 7 81
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2                 3

3                 4

2                 5

3                 7

sending host receiving host

(a) change in page layout due to a change in data size (b) translation tables
(identical physical page sizes)

Figure 1. Translation tables for migration sites.

4.2.2. Index Conversion
Every Mariposa fragment has an associatedtranslation

table to translate the logical page pointers to the actual
addresses. When the fragment is created or migrated the trans-
lation table is filled with the physical addresses of each of the
pages. This table is used to locate individual pages whether
they are in memory, on disk, or even not yet received over the
network. This technique is different from pointer swizzling
where pointers are modified in-place. Translation tables are
more flexible than swizzling because they can be demand-filled
and it avoids the re-swizzling costs if the fragment is moved,
merged, or split.

A two-level strategy of page pointers and record pointers is
used. The RID is composed of a page and record number that
are individually translated when the fragment is migrated. All
page pointer deferences use the local translation table to locate
the page and then uses information stored on that page to get the
byte offset of the record.

Figure 1 shows the contents of translation tables which give
the conversion between the logical page pointer and the actual
page pointer on the sending and receiving hosts.

All page pointers can remain as logical pointers when
migrated, i.e., they remain the same regardless of their current
storage location and can use the table to be correctly translated
to the current physical value. Alternately, the pointers can be
swizzled in place and a flag set to indicate whether the pointer is
logical or physical. Translation tables have the clear advantages
of changing the pointer value in only one spot (even if there are
multiple pointers) and of avoiding an update to all data pages in
order to write the swizzled pointer values, but also have the dis-
advantage of requiring an additional level of indirection. We
intend to further compare the performance and complexity lev-
els of both schemes.

4.3. Migrating Logs
While the data can be freely moved, the support of active

transactions is more problematic. Conventional databases use a
write-ahead log to maintain information needed for undoing or
redoing the effect of updates when there is a crash. Because the



fragment may be moved incrementally to the new node and
since in a distributed system each node can independently fail,
there is a period when updates can occur on two sites. Multiple
updates to the same logical fragment can lead to a vastly com-
plicated recovery manager. We argue that a simpler no-log
approach is required to support the migration of fragments so
that crash recovery is always a locally controlled operation.
Because fragments are migrated a block at a time, the log must
be on the same granularity so that the log can be moved in con-
junction with the data blocks. Mariposa will examine multiver-
sioning algorithms that convert record updates into inserts so
that failure recovery is simpler.

4.4. Fragment Lineage
Fragments can be recursively split into smaller fragments in

response to changing system configurations or query execution
patterns. To cause a split of fragment, the rule action
split_fragment($1, split-predicate) is invoked wheresplit-
predicatespecifies how the fragment is split. For example, a
fragment could be split into ranges of an attribute based on the
attributes value or it could be split according to some hash parti-
tioning scheme. Fragmentation follows the Mariposa philoso-
phy of allow all decisions to made locally. Since the split algo-
rithm operates a locally greedy heuristic that proceeds based on
local information, it may not produce the “best” set of frag-
ments for the entire distributed system.

After a fragment is split, it is important that the fragment
parts can be merged later to reform the original fragment if
needed. A fragment’slineage information stores the history of
splits for each fragment and guides the subsequent merges so
that the operation can be performed by a site other than the one
that split the fragment. The lineage of splitting fragments is
logically tree-shaped but it can be represented as a simple log
that is associated with each fragment since a fragment only
needs to know about its parent and immediate child fragments.
Merging can be constrained to only the reverse of the split oper-
ation so that only occur fragments at the same depth can be
merged. In the most general case, any fragments of the same
class can be merged if the strict hierarchical split lineage does
not need to be preserved. Mariposa will not constrain the possi-
ble split and merge choices.

5. THE MARIPOSA QUERY PROCESSOR
In order to satisfy our demands for site autonomy and fully-

distributed computation, we take a new approach to query opti-
mization and query processing. We describe, in turn, the mech-
anisms by which Mariposa handles query parsing (initial pre-
processing), query optimization and query execution. Finally,
we briefly discuss how the Mariposa run-time system deals with
schema changes.

5.1. Query Parsing
We assume the following model for query parsing and initial

query processing. A query is delivered to Mariposa by a user at
some site. This site becomes thehome site for the query,
responsible for both parsing the query and delivering the answer
to the user.

In order to parse a query, the parser must find the metadata
for each classC referenced in the query. The query processor at
the parsing site asserts the event

discover-class(C)

to the rule system for eachC, and the rule system returns what-
ev er metadata it can obtain forC using the mechanisms
described in Section 4.2.

In general, the information on-hand for all fragments of all
classes referenced in the parse tree may be arbitrarily out of
date. Since this includes the current location of fragments, the
class schema and all class statistics, this has a critical impact on
query optimization (as will be described below).

5.2. Query Optimization Issues
In addition to the standard problems associated with query

optimization, the Mariposa query processor must deal with
some additional problems and restrictions caused by the distri-
bution and mobility of data fragments and the extensibility of
the data manager. Some of these problems, previously dis-
cussed in Section 2, include:
• locating and processing data whose position is not fixed
• deciding on data movement vs. query movement
• replication
• load/capacity heterogeneity between computers
• type/method heterogeneity (extension library inconsistency)

Others include:
• harnessing the parallelism made possible by fragmentation
• permitting maximal distribution and autonomy during

assignment of work to sites
We describe our solution to these problems in the subsections
that follow.

5.3. The Query Processing Strategy
The Mariposa query optimization and query processing sys-

tems must operate within the constraints just described. We
argue that traditional approaches to query processing do not
have the flexibility required for operation in this environment
and present our own query processing architecture that
addresses this problem.

Traditional cost-based query optimizers, including nearly all
optimizers found in commercial products, have been based on
resource-usage models and exponential-complexity dynamic-
programming search algorithms similar to those developed in
System R [SELI79]. Extension of these traditional optimizers
to handle distributed database systems, as in R* [SELI80,
MACK86], is straightforward and produces optimal plans.
However, this approach has two key disadvantages. First, the
exponential complexity of the search space makes the use of
such optimizers impractical in very large distributed systems.
Second, the query plans generated by such optimizers explicitly
specify the location of each data fragment to be accessed and
the host on which each query processing operation (e.g., joins)
should run. Since data can move frequently in Mariposa, re-
optimization of invalidated query plans would quickly become
very costly.

In order to reduce the sensitivity of the optimization process
to changes in database configuration, Mariposa considers



conventional optimization factors (such as join order) separately
from distributed system factors (such as data layout and execu-
tion location). Hence, the Mariposa query optimization algo-
rithm is a multi-pass process. We now describe our algorithm.

5.3.1. Three-Phase Optimization
Our basic approach is to generate query plans at compile-

time that completely disregard the current location of the data,
and make decisions with respect to the degree of parallel execu-
tion, data movement and query execution sites at execution-
time. Although the initial use of “single-site” optimization may
often generate suboptimal plans, as pointed out in [MACK86],
we believe that other strategies are impractical in our environ-
ment. Other strategies require an arbitrarily large amount of
current global knowledge regarding fragment composition and
location. This use of standard optimizer technology as a basis
for subsequent refinement is similar to that proposed in
[HONG91].

In the discussion that follows, the wordsite generally indi-
cates the Mariposa query processing engine running on a partic-
ular computer. The termsquery plan andquery tree are used
interchangably. As with many query processing systems, Mari-
posa implements query execution plans as trees of nodes corre-
sponding to the set of query processing operations (scans, joins,
etc.). Record-based dataflow occurs along the branches. Such
trees can be trivially decomposed into subtrees, each of which
describes the execution of a portion of the original query (sub-
query). These trees can be encapsulated for transmission
between hosts.

Briefly, the Mariposa query optimizer on the home site con-
ducts a first optimization pass thatcompilesthe query string into
an initial query plan without considering distribution. Immedi-
ately before execution, the home site optimizerparallelizesthe
result of this first pass. At execution-time, Mariposaselects
sites on which to run each query processing operator (scans,
joins, etc.) in a distributed, top-down manner. Sites make deci-
sions to accept or reject responsibility for handling portions of a
query by asserting thereceive-queryev ent in their rule system.
As sites accept responsibility for running portions of a query,
they also assume responsibility for selecting sites to run the por-
tions of their own subqueries.

A slightly more detailed sketch of the algorithm is as fol-
lows:
(1) Compilation: This phase takes a query parse tree as its input
and produces a binary query plan tree.

The home site constructs alocally optimal plan by running a
local optimizer over the query, assuming in its cost calculations
that all data is local to the home site. At this point, the query
execution plan tree is simply a standard binary operator tree.
This step fixes such items as join order and the application of
join and restriction clauses.

As mentioned above, the local optimizer builds query execu-
tion plans using the metadata provided by the rule system. The
fact that this metadata may be out of date has two possible
effects. First, inaccurate class statistics (e.g., number of
records, overall size, selectivity information) will have exactly
the same effect as they would on a non-distributed optimization
— the plan produced may deviate from the optimal plan. In this

case, however, the plan is still usable. Second, the class schema
may be incorrect (i.e., attributes may have been added). In this
case, the plan is, in general, not usable. This run-time system
can easily detect this situation using schema version numbers
and abort the execution of the plan by notifying the home site.

Note that this first phase can consist of any optimization
method proposed for single-site database management systems
that produces (or can be modified to produce) a binary query
operator tree. Recent research demonstrates that bushy query
plan trees permit substantial gains in performance in both serial
(e.g, [IOAN91]) and parallel (e.g., [GANG92]) database sys-
tems. We intend to experiment with a number of different opti-
mization strategies (tree topology families) to determine which
method provides the the best results in the Mariposa environ-
ment.
(2) Parallelization: This phase takes a binary query operator
tree as input and produces a non-binary query plan tree.

Immediately prior to execution, the home site determines the
degree of intra-operator parallelism required for various sub-
trees of the plan tree and insertscollector nodes throughout the
plan. Collector nodes serve two purposes. First, they coordi-
nate the execution of the portion of the query plan tree that lies
immediately below them. Second, they consolidate the results
produced by the query plan tree nodes immediately below them.
For example, a collector node may have sev eral child scan
nodes. The results from those scans are fed into the collector
node and piped up to the next level in the query plan as a single
stream.

The method by which collector nodes are generated will be
described later. For now, it suffices to say that this phase fixes
the degree of parallelism used throughout the plan tree and
introduces the nmechanism (collector nodes) by which Mari-
posa controls parallel execution.
(3) Site Selection and Execution: This phase takes a parallelized
(non-binary) query plan tree, distributes the tree nodes among
the various Mariposa sites and executes it.

Again, the actual mechanism by which the query operator
nodes are distributed will be described later. Howev er, the
selection of a site to execute a particular node is simple in con-
cept. The initial selection of a site to handle a particular scan or
join node will be determined by the location of the required data
fragment, though other sites may be considered. Any site con-
sidered must be able to conform to a number ofconstraints.
As discussed previously, these constraints include both load-
balance considerations as well as data dependencies. These
constraints will be tested when a site’s rule engine receives a
receive-queryev ent; if all of the applicable constraints are not
met, the site refuses the query and another site must be found.
If no site will accept a query, the query must be aborted.

Since site-selection occurs in a top-down fashion, execution
can begin immediately after sites have been selected for the bot-
tom-level operator nodes.

In the remainder of this section, we show how this three-
phase approach applies to single-class scans and two-class joins.
We then present the general algorithm for generating query
plans for multi-class join queries.



5.3.2. Single-Variable Scans
The most basic query processing operation is the single-

variable query (single-class scan). However, in Mariposa, a
simple scan over a single class may become very complex
because the data may be distributed over sev eral sites and the
plan may be executed using several parallel threads. Mariposa
uses collector nodes to control both the flow of results and
thread execution.

The local optimization phase will simply generate a single
scan node. For clarity, we will not consider such issues as the
use of indexes or sorting of results in this example.

During the second phase, the optimizer turns the single scan
node into a collection of parallel scans whose execution is coor-
dinated by a collector node. In general, a scan will be onf dif-
ferent fragments. Such a scan will havef parallel threads of
execution for the scan, one per fragment. Hence, the query plan
tree changes from a single node to af -way tree — one collector
node with f child scan nodes.

In the third phase, the Mariposa query processing engines
cooperate in distributing the query plan nodes among various
sites. The query’s home site must first find a site (most likely
the home site itself) to accept responsibility for executing the
coordinator node. This site must, in turn, findf sites (possibly
non-distinct) to accept thef scan subqueries. Since thesef
sites will be the various sites that actually store the required
fragments, they can be found by (1) asserting adiscover-class
ev ent to determine the number of fragments and their respective
FIDs and then (2) asserting adiscover-fragmentev ent for each
of the fragments. Execution begins once each of these bottom-
level nodes have been assigned to Mariposa sites.

When execution begins, the collector node must make the
following decision for each scan thread: the collector can either
import the associated fragment to its own site, executing the
scan locally (data to the query), or it can execute the scan on the
site currently storing the data (query to the data). In the end, of
course, all of the scanresultsmust be collected on the site on
which the collector node resides (after which the results are
delivered to the user at the home site). However, the location at
which Mariposa performs the actual fragment scan may or may
not be that collector site.

In the single-class scenario, then, the key question is how the
run-time system makes the import data/export query decision
for each of the fragments. The remainder of this subsection
describes how this decision is made.

Each Mariposa site keeps two sets of access statistics. First,
each siteS keeps areference history for each local fragment
(fragments stored atS). This history consists of two time-
decaying reference counts. One reference count is for purely
local accesses (scans requested byS) and the other is for remote
accesses (scans requested by all other sites other thanS). In
other words, the latter reference count will be incremented
when some site decides to “move the query” to the given frag-
ment. Second, each siteS keeps a time-decaying reference his-
tory for fragments that it has accessed on sites other than itself.
Hence, this reference count is incremented whenS decides to
“move a query” to a remote data fragment.

The import/export decision is made as follows. At execu-
tion-time, the query processor at the collector node’s siteSc

asserts animport-fragmentev ent in its local rule system. The
local rule system delivers this event to the remote rule system
along with the local reference history (if any) for that fragment.
At this point, there are two possibilities, depending on whether
Sc had any local reference history for the fragment:
(1) No local history available: If Sc has not made any (recent)
previous queries on the fragment under consideration then the
import request will fail — the remote site will hold onto the
fragment because there is no compelling reason to move the
data to the query. In this case, the query processor atSc passes
the current query to the site that stores the fragment usingsend-
query.
(2) Local history available: The storage site comparesSc’s ref-
erence count to its own local reference count for the fragment.
If Sc’s reference count exceeds the local count by a (tunable)
threshold, then the import request will succeed (that is, the
remote site will initiate asend-fragmentaction).

This approach has the benefit of simplicity and flexibility.
The decision to import the data is a joint decision of the query
processor and the storage rule systems on the respective sites
and depends on factors. Furthermore, the decision factors can
be tuned by changing weighting parameters and policies within
the rule system. In addition, because the data/query movement
decisions are be made at execution-time, plans generated by this
method are never inv alidated by out-of-date fragment location
information.

Mariposa assumes that all network connections have equiv-
alent bandwidth and latency. This is not to say that all hosts
must be on the same local area network or a set of completely
homogeneous networks, but rather that the networks are all
“fast” in the sense discussed in [MACK86], such that network
bandwidth does not overwhelmingly dominate query processing
costs. If we can make the simplifying assumption that hosts are
essentially equidistant, then importing a fragment from a given
remote host costs the same as importing the fragment from any
other remote host. This is why Mariposa only considers frag-
ment access to be “local” or “remote” and does not distinguish
between remote hosts.

5.3.3. Two-Class Joins
The basic join operation is the simple two-class join. Mari-

posa implements both nested-loop and hashed join methods. In
both cases, the first optimization phase produces a standard two-
way join plan: a join node with two scan nodes as children.

The second phase replicates the query plan nodes to reflect
the number of fragments into which each class is divided, pro-
ducing a multi-way tree. This tree will look different for the
two join methods, as described below.
(1) Nested-loop join: A nested-loop join can be naturally
decomposed intofouter parallel joins, wherefouter is the number
of fragments in the outer join class. This, in turn, essentially
turns into fouter separate scans of the inner join class. The col-
lector nodes for the inner scans are merged with the nested-loop
query plan nodes and perform the join with the records in the
outer join class fragment. Hence, there will befouter results at
fouter collector nodes, which are then collected into a final result
at the home site.



Although it would be possible to implement nested-loop join
using a single parallel inner scan (with a single collector node),
the unit of import would then be the entire inner scan result. By
replicating the parallel inner scans, the collector nodes can
choose to import individual fragments of the inner class.
(2) Hash join: Since we cannot assume that any giv en hashed
access method will exist on all of the fragments, we assume that
hash join executes as two separate stages: hashing the classes
into b buckets (using split tables to route records to the correct
bucket site) and then performing joins of corresponding buckets
in parallel. This requiresb collector nodes, which are again
merged with the hash-join query plan nodes, for the results of
the b subjoins. For the purposes of our discussion, we assume
b = fouter.

During the third phase, Mariposa distributes the nodes
among sites for execution. Just as with single-variable queries,
the home site selects other sites to execute the collector nodes.
The sites on which the collector nodes execute then find sites
that will accept its child scan nodes. Finally, each collector site
Sc coooperates with the storage sites to determine whether frag-
ments will be imported toSc or the scan will be run on the stor-
age site.

This method of producing query plans for parallel two-way
joins suggests a very natural method for producing plans for
parallel multi-class joins.

5.3.4. Multi-Class Joins
Our algorithm for decomposing query trees with multiple

joins is both fully distributed and compatible with site auton-
omy. Having filled in details on the handling of one and two
variable queries, we expand on our previous discussion of paral-
lelization and site assignment.

As in the last two subsections, the local optimization phase
produces a simple binary query plan tree.

When the parallelization phase begins, the home site deter-
mines athreading valuefor the left-deep portion of its query
tree. This threading value,t, is the number of parallel threads
that will be executed for each join along the left-deep portion of
the tree. That is, each of those joins will producet streams of
result records. This means that every join along the left-deep
portion of the tree will have the same number of fragments in its
outer join class (or input streams from the join immediately
below it). We giv et the value of fouter of the leftmost bottom
join node.

A value for t must be determined for each left-deep path in
the query tree. In bushy trees, there may be more than one left-
deep path.

The home site then parallelizes the joins and scans. Parallel
joins and scans are generated as described in the previous two
subsections. Again, along a given left-deep path, each join will
have the same number of outer join fragments.

During the third phase, the home site takes the query plan
tree and begins distribution of its nodes. The parallel query plan
for a multi-way join will have a set of collector nodes at the top;
the home site must find sites that will execute the top-level col-
lector nodes. These sites must then find additional sites that
will execute the child nodes as described in the last two subsec-
tions. This process continues recursively until all nodes are

assigned to sites, and execution begins when all nodes are in
place. Decisions to import fragments are also made at this time.

It should be noted that the choice of a single value fort in a
given left portion of a tree is completely arbitrary. Settingt to
be the same at each level in a left-deep subtree allows us to
avoid writing results to disk after a join since we can trivially
pipe the results to the next join (unless the result is used as an
inner join class, in which case it must be written to disk if the
join is a nested-loop). On the other hand, parallelism can be
increased by allowing more than one thread on an outer join
class fragment. Parallelism can be decreased by having threads
manage more than one fragment.

5.4. Handling Schema Changes
The query processing algorithms described above must be

able to deal with arbitrary

fragment splits
fragment combinations
schema modifications

that may occur between the time that the local metadata was
created and execution-time. We propose to deal with these
problems in the following manner.

If a hostH receives a queryQ for some fragmentF , it first
checks to see if it hasF . If so, it processes the query normally.
If it does not haveF , then it looks in its log to see if it split or
combinedF . If it split F , then it constructs 2 queries, one for
each fragment, and deals with each as an incoming query.

If H combinedF with another fragment, it changesQ to the
new enclosing fragment,F ′ and deals withQ(F ′) as an incom-
ing query. The only exception to the above rule is if the host
has already issuedQ(F ′). In this case, it simply deletes the
(now redundant) query. It can discover this fact by inspecting
the fragment’s history.

If a host receives animport command, then it responds as
above bydecomposing the command into twoimport com-
mands (for a split) or one enclosingimport command (for a
combination).

The owner of a class can change the schema for a fragment
of the class at any time. A log must be maintained of this
action. In this case, when a queryQ(F) arrives, it must be
tagged with aschema idand must include the raw query lan-
guage command. If a mismatch occurs on schema ids, then the
receiving site must recompile the query.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We hav e presented the architecture of Mariposa, a prototype

data management system that unifies the best features of dis-
tributed operating system and distributed database management
system research. Unlike previous distributed data management
systems, Mariposa manages object storage in an environment of
high data mobility and highly heterogeneous system capabilities
while retaining high performance. In addition, Mariposa’s rule-
based storage architecture preserves local site autonomy and
gives site administrators considerable flexibility in specifying
their storage policies.

Mariposa will serve as a “workbench” for analyzing various
algorithms for database and file systems. Distributed query



optimization has been identified as an area that will receive a
strong emphasis and we will also examine how to build a sys-
tem that has a rule system at its core. We hav e begun imple-
mentation of Mariposa as an extension of the POSTGRES next-
generation DBMS [STON86c] and expect to be able to present
results from a working prototype in approximately one year.

Future work remains in the areas of system robustness, dis-
tributed failure recovery, and performance assessment. The
analysis of these important large system issues will be
addressed during the construction of Mariposa.
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